BODH ISATTVAS
Bodhisattvas are awakened
beings who aspire to attain
enlightenment and help others
achieve it. They can be male
or female and are portrayed
adorned with crowns and
jewelry.
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Buddhas, or "enlightened beings," can be identified by a cranial
protuberance, elongated earlobes, and a tuft of hair between their
eyebrows. Siddhaftha Gautama, often referred to as the Buddha
or Buddha Shakyamuni, is the historical Buddha.

MANS

Himalayan afi not only depicts
deities but also portraits of
accomplished religious teachers
(lamas), the Buddha's original
disciples (arhats), and spiritually
accomplished tantric masters
(mahasiddhas).

WRATHFUL DEITIES
Recognized by flaming hair, bulging eyes, fangs, and garlands of severed
heads, these deities serve as protectors of Buddhist teachings.

TANTRIC
DEITIES
Numerous forms of deities are
described in religious texts
called tantras. These deities
personify various enli ghtened
qualities and can have many
heads, arms, and legs, which
symbolize their many abilities.

FEMALE DEITIES
Bodhisattvas and tantric deities can be depicted in female form. Just like
their male counterparts they embody enlightened qualities and can be both
peaceful and wrathful in appearance.
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STAN DING

Also known as vajra position,
this posture is associated with

This relaxed posture is
commonly associated with regal
leisure.

This posture {eatures a triplebend of the body at the knee,
hip, and waist.

meditation.
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NTER'S STANCE

DANCING

DO NOT FEAR
(PROTECTTON)

PRAYER
(REVE RE NCE)

TOUCH ING
TH E EARTH
This is the gesture of the Buddha
calling the earth to witness his
enlightenment.

TANTRIC
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CONTEM PLATION

TEACH ING

ITY

This gesture is that of embracing
a consort and is symbolic of
bringing together two aspects
of enlightenment: wisdom and
method.

WISHES AND
BLESSINGS
The right hand is extended in a
giving gesture.

The hands form the shape of a

wheel, symbolizing the "turning
of the wheel of dharma," a
reference to teaching the
Buddha's doctrine.

VA]RA
Avajra is a ritual scepter used
in tantric practices and an
attribute of tantric masters and
deities. lt generally symbolizes
method, the male aspect of
enlightenment.
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HAND DRUM
BELL
A bell is often paired with the
vajra and is used in tantric
practices, lt is also an attribute
of tantric masters and deities.
It generally symbolizes
wisdom, the feminine aspect
of enlightenment, and its ring
is said to be the sound of
emptiness.

An implement used in tantric
practices, the two halves of this
drum symbolize the union of the
two aspects of enlightenment.
When paired with a bell, it
represents the male aspect
of enllghtenment, and its
drumming is the sound of the
bliss of realizing the true nature
of reality. Large hand drums are
used in the Tibetan practice of
"cutting the ego." Their sound
represents impermanence.

DAGGER

TH IGH BON E TRU M PET
This instrument is used in tantric rituals performed in charnel, or funerary,
grounds and is played as an offering to wrathful deities. lts sound is said to
be pleasing to wrathful deities but terrifying to evil spirits.

This implement is used in tantric
rituals and is also an attribute
of wrathful deities. lt symbolizes
cutting through ignorance,
desire, and hatred, the three
"root poisons" that perpetuate
the cycle of birth, death, and
rebirth.

CURVED KNIFE
This weapon is an attribute
of tantric deities and is
usually paired with a skull
cup. When held by female

deities it symbolizes wisdom's
destruction of all obstacles
to enlightenment. When held
by male deities it represents
the method aspect of
enlightenment.

SKULL CUP

STU PA

A skull cup is an attribute of
tantric deities and is usually
paired with a curved knife. lt can
symbolize a mind filled with the
bliss of realizing the true nature
of reality.

Stupas were originally burial
mounds housing relics of the
Buddha. They symbolize the
"mind of the buddha" attained
at complete enlightenment.
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SEVEN OFFERINGS
These seven offerings are symbolic representations of the seven welcoming
gifts given to guests in ancient lndia. They are presented to deities and can
include water, flowers, incense, light, per.fume, food, and music.

TANTRIC STAFF
An attribute of tantric deities,
this staff represents the union of
the two aspects of enlightenment.
When held by a male deity it
symbolizes his female consort
as wisdom, and when held by a
female deity it represents her
male consort as method.

